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Routing strategiesAbstract With the rapid development of air transportation, network service ability has attracted a
lot of attention in academe. Aiming to improve the throughput of the air route network (ARN), we
propose an effective local dynamic routing strategy in this paper. Several factors, such as the rout-
ing distance, the geographical distance and the real-time local traffic, are taken into consideration.
When the ARN is in the normal free-flow state, the proposed strategy can recover the shortest path
routing (SPR) strategy. When the ARN undergoes congestion, the proposed strategy changes the
paths of flights based on the real-time local traffic information. The throughput of the Chinese
air route network (CARN) is evaluated. Results confirm that the proposed strategy can significantly
improve the throughput of CARN. Meanwhile, the increase in the average flying distance and time
is tiny. Results also indicate the importance of the distance related factors in a routing strategy
designed for the ARN.
 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
With the continuous growth of the global economy, the air
transportation network is confronted with heavy traffic. In
China, the air transportation traffic grew at an exponential
rate with seasonal fluctuations.1 The research on improving
the air transportation network service ability has attracted a
lot of attention in academe.One of the most popular approaches to overcome airports’
congestion has been the allocation of ground delays to depart-
ing flights.2–5 Moreover, research literature also noticed that
very significant delays and system throughput degradations
had arisen from en-route airspace problems and limitations.6
Considering the dynamic behavior of air transportation, the
rerouting problem was discussed. In the modeling of the
rerouting problem, a set of alternative routes and a set of
possible slots of departure were predefined for each flight.
The target was to select the best route and departure time.
To improve the computational performance, integer optimiza-
tion approach,6 genetic algorithm7,8 and mixed-integer linear
programming were adopted.9 However, these rerouting
methods were based on sectors in the airspace, the more
detailed elements of airspace, i.e., air route segments (ARSs)
and air route waypoints (ARWs), were not considered.
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ARWs, is the backbone and the most fundamental infrastruc-
ture of air transportation system.10 It supports all the flight
activities of civil aviation. As opposed to its importance,
research literature dealing with routing strategies for the
ARN is quite sparse. Zhang et al. studied optimal flight routes
and departure slot-times for all the involved flights, with the
aims of both minimizing the total flight delays and maximizing
the airlines fairness in ARN.11 The route of each flight was
chosen from a predefined optional path set, which was similar
to the rerouting methods based on sectors. Xu proposed a
more flexible dynamic routing strategy based on the node
capacity utilization in his doctoral dissertation.12 However,
the strategy needed to calculate the path from the current loca-
tion to the destination for each flight at each time slot. The
computational complexity of the dynamic routing strategy
was not good enough for real-time application.
As mentioned above, the dynamic routing strategy and the
routing-throughput-relation in the ARN have not been fully
investigated. Hence, it will be very meaningful to explore these
research topics.
In the research field of complex networks, a lot of related
works have been published.13–19 The critical point of phase tran-
sition from free-flow state to congestion state has been used to
indicate the network throughput in a lot of research papers.
Yan et al. proposed a degree-based routing strategy to avoid
the nodes with higher degrees and re-distribute the traffic.13
Based on the routing protocol proposed by Yan, a shortest-
remaining-path-first queuing strategy was introduced.14 For
large networks, a routing protocol only based on local topolog-
ical information with a single tunable parameter was pre-
sented.15 Using this local routing protocol, the relation
between the time-to-live and the critical point of phase transition
from free-flow to congestion was discussed.16 Considering the
limitation of link capacity, a routing strategy was proposed
based on topological distance, link capacity and betweenness.17
For spatial scale-free networks, choosing a neighbor with a
higher degree in the local routing strategy can also give a higher
probability of taking a short-cut in the next iteration.20
Although these routing strategies proposed in research liter-
ature cited above can improve the performance of scale-free net-
works, they are not designed for the ARN. Indeed, the ARN is
not a scale-free network.10 The relation between the degree
and betweenness in the ARN is not strictly positive and
there exist no obvious degree–degree correlations.10 Thus the
degree-dependent routing strategies neither redistribute the
traffic uniformly nor help to find the short-cut. Besides, ARN
is a transportation network whose nodes are embedded in the
Euclidean space and whose edges are real physical connections.
The geographical distance is relevant to the fuel-cost and much
more important than the topological distance (hops). The flying
distance and the traffic state are relevant to the safety of avia-
tion. Thus the geographical distance and the traffic state must
be considered in the routing strategy for ARN.
Aiming to improve the throughput of the ARN, we propose
a local dynamic routing strategy for ARN in this paper. For a
certain flight, the next step ARW is calculated before the flying
on the current ARS is finished. Since the fuel and flying dis-
tance of a flight is limited, the distance information is consid-
ered as the primary factor in the cost function to ensure the
traveling distance in the ARN is in control. To improve theutilization of en-route airspace resources, the real-time traffic
information is also considered, which will avoid traffic accu-
mulating at some nodes and help to redistribute traffic. A tun-
able parameter for the distance factor is proposed, and its best
value is explored. We apply the proposed local dynamic rout-
ing strategy to the Chinese air route network (CARN). Results
confirm the importance of the distance related factors in the
ARN. Results also confirm that the throughput of CARN is
improved, while the average flying distance and time is not
markedly increased.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the time–space network model of the ARN. In Sec-
tion 3, the proposed local dynamic routing strategy is described
in detail. The simulation results and discussions are given in Sec-
tion 4. The paper is concluded in the last section.
2. Air route network model and assumptions
The ARN is modeled as a time–space network. In the space
domain, the height is ignored and the ARN is embedded in
a two-dimensional Euclidean space. It consists of airports
and ARWs with stationary geographical locations and ARSs
which connect airports and ARWs. Naturally, the airports
and ARWs are represented by nodes and the ARSs are fea-
tured by edges in the network model.10 In this paper, N, P
and W denote the set of all the nodes, the set of airports and
the set of ARWs, respectively, where N ¼ P [W. We denote
by ni the ith node in N, pi the ith airport in P and wi the ith
ARW in W. The set of ARSs is denoted by E, and eij  E
denotes the ARS connecting nodes ni and nj. Notice that eij
and eji are treated as two ARSs.
In the time domain, we divide the time axis into time slots
denoted by s. At the end of each time slot, we record the state
of theARN, including the flights generated during this time slot,
the total number of flights living in the ARN, the locations, the
destinations and the next step ARWs of all the flights.
There are several assumptions related to the characters of
nodes and edges given below.
(1) The nodes stand for airports are treated as both genera-
tors and routers for generating and delivering flights,
and the nodes stand for ARWs are treated as routers
only for delivering flights.
(2) The delivering ability of each ARW is limited and is pro-
portional to the degree of the ARW. It is denoted by
Di ¼ aki, where a is a coefficient and ki is the degree of wi.
(3) Considering the aircraft separation assurance, each ARS
has a distance related capacity, which represents the
maximum number of en-route flights on the ARS. It is
denoted by Cij ¼ bddij=Dde, where de is the ceiling
function, b a coefficient, Dd the minimum aircraft sepa-
ration distance and dij the length of eij.
(4) Since we focus on the performance of wide- area ARN
other than that of the terminal area, we assume that the
delivering ability of each airport can satisfy the require-
ment from the rest part of the network. This means that
the delivering ability of each airport is not limited.
There are still several assumptions related to the dynamic
behavior of the ARN given below.
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ing each time slot, all the flights move along the ARSs
which they are located in. When the length of an ARS
is less than v, or the distance from the current location
to the current ARW is less than v, assume that the flight
still needs one time slot to arrive the current ARW.
(2) When a flight is generated at an airport, it joins the queue
immediately and waits for delivery. When a flight arrives
at its destination airport, it is removed from the network.
(3) Although the flights cannot stay at any ARWs in prac-
tice, we still model an ARW as a queue for the conve-
nience of calculation and description. The queuing
time at an ARW can be adjusted by changing the flight
speed on the ARS connected to this ARW in practice.
(4) The first in first out (FIFO) queuing rule is adopted. At
the beginning of each time slot, each node ni calculates
the optimal next step node and ARS for the first Di
flights in queue. These Di flights are delivered one by
one from the foremost to the last, and each flight is for-
warded to its optimal next step node.
(5) Considering the aircraft separation assurance and the
capacity limitation of ARSs, a forbidden model is intro-
duced. When a flight is forwarded to an ARS, which is
overloaded after accepting this flight, the flight will wait
at the begging of the ARS to ensure the required aircraft
separation. The flight will move along if the ARS is not
overloaded at the beginning of the next time slot. In
practice, this waiting time can still be adjusted by chang-
ing the flight speed on the previous ARS, which is sim-
ilar to the queuing time.
In the realistic ARN, flights occur when there are airlines
between airport pairs. This also means there are a lot of airport
pairs with no flight. The origin and the destination of a flight
are selected according to two different rules.
(1) All the airport pairs connected by airlines are chosen
with equal probability. This rule is named as equal prob-
ability generating (EPG) in this paper.
(2) Each airport pair connected by an airline is chosen with
a probability which is proportional to the weekly num-
ber of flights between them in the realistic ARN. This
rule is named as proportional probability generating
(PPG) in this paper.
3. Local dynamic routing strategy using distance and trafﬁc
information
We propose a local dynamic routing strategy to improve the
throughput of theARN.Considering the application to the real-
istic ARN, only the local information is required. For a certain
flight, before the flying on the current ARS is finished, the
routing strategy only calculates the next step ARW using the
real-time information. In this section, we first discuss the cost
function and then specify the implementation process in detail.
3.1. Cost function
The ARN is not a scale-free network. It is a spatial network,
whose nodes are embedded in the Euclidean space and whose
edges are real physical connections. More importantly, thesafety of aviation imposes special requirements on routing
strategies. In the following paper, we discuss factors affecting
the routing strategy, i.e. spatial network properties, non-
scale-free properties and safety requirements, respectively.
3.1.1. Spatial network properties
For the spatial network, Kleinberg has proposed a ‘greedy’
search algorithm where each node forwards the message to
the neighbor closest to the target node.21 The effectiveness of
this algorithm indicates that the spatial distance is very impor-
tant in the routing strategy for a spatial network.
3.1.2. Non-scale-free properties
Research pointed out that the distance-based greedy searchmay
not be optimal in spatial scale-free networks. Choosing a neigh-
bor with a higher degree gives a higher probability of taking a
short-cut.20 But the ARN does not exhibit obvious degree–de-
gree correlations.10 Considering the degree related information
does not help to reduce the traveling distance in the ARN.
The research of scale-free networks also pointed out that
the nodes with the largest degree are very susceptible to traffic
congestion. To maximize the network capacity, the cost of a
path is defined as the sum of degrees of all the nodes on the
path.13 However, since the correlation between the degree
and betweenness in the ARN is not strictly positive,10 static
topological characteristics such as the degree cannot be used
to represent the traffic state.
3.1.3. Safety requirements
Since the fuel of a flight is limited, the flying distance is limited
and quite relevant to safety of aviation. Thus, the flying dis-
tance must be under control when the local dynamic routing
strategy is used.
Besides, the delivering ability of each ARW and the capac-
ity of each ARS are limited. Since these en-route airspace lim-
itations are also quite relevant to safety, the traffic state must
be considered. Due to the non-scale-free properties, the real-
time traffic information is more accurate and effective than
other static topological characteristics.
3.1.4. Cost function
Based on the above discussions, the distance information is
considered as the primary factor in the cost function to ensure
the traveling distance in the ARN is in control. The real-time
traffic information is also considered to avoid traffic accumu-
lating at some nodes. It will help to redistribute traffic and
improve the utilization of en-route airspace resources.
Since the distance and traffic information are with different
units, all the information is used to calculate a value with the
unit of time in the cost function. If a flight in the queue of
ni  N wants to select nj  Oi as its next step node at time slot
t, where Oi is the set of all the neighbors of ni, the cost function
is defined as
fijðtÞ ¼ c
rjh
v
þmax 1;Lijðt 1Þ
Cij
 
dij
v
þmax 0;Qjðt 1Þ
Dj
 1
 
ð1Þ
where c is a tunable parameter, rjh the distance between nj to
the destination nh when the shortest path routing strategy is
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time slot t 1 and Qjðt 1Þ the number of flights in queue at
node nj at the end of time slot t 1. The first term takes the
potential flying time from the candidate node to the destina-
tion into account. The second term considers the flying time
on the next ARS related to both the geographical distance
and the traffic load. The third term can be regarded as the
potential queuing time at the next step node. By changing
the value of c, the importance of the distance factor and the
traffic factors are changed.
It is noteworthy that rjh is a static value when the topology
of the network is given and can be recorded at node nj. Since
the number of airports in a national area is not too large,
the size of the table recording rjh is limited. Consequently,
the cost can be calculated with local information from a node
and its neighbors.
When c  1, the cost functionapproaches thatof the shortest
path routing (SPR) strategy. When all the nodes and ARSs are
not overload and c ¼ 1, the SPR strategy is recovered, which is
f0ij ¼
rjh þ dij
v
ð2Þ
A neighboring node nj is chosen as the optimal next step
node of a flight with the smallest value of cost, denoted by
nj ¼
min
njOi
fijðtÞ nhåOi
nh nh  Oi
(
ð3Þ
Naturally, eij is the optimal next step ARS.
3.2. Implementation process
Take a certain flight as an example. The origin and destination
airports are denoted by n0 and nh, respectively. The ith ARW
and ARS of the path are denoted by ni and ei1;i, respectively,
where i 2 ½1; h and ei1;i connects ni1 and ni. The detailed
implementation process is as follows:
Step 1. Before taking off, the local dynamic routing strategy
is enabled. The distance information and the real-time traf-
fic information related to all the neighbors of n0 are
required. The cost of all the neighbors is calculated, and
then n1 and e0;1 are decided.
Step 2. If the flying on the ith segment ei1;i will be finished
in s time slots, the local dynamic routing strategy is
enabled. The distance information and the real-time traffic
information related to all the neighbors of ni are required.
Then go to Step 3. Otherwise, the local dynamic routing
strategy is not enabled. The flight keeps on flying on the
current segment and stay at Step 2.
Step 3. If nh is a neighbor of ni, go to Step 5. Otherwise, go
to Step 4.
Step 4. The cost of all the neighbors of ni is calculated, and
then niþ1 and ei;iþ1 are decided. Return to Step 2.
Step 5. The next ARW of the path is nh and the ARS con-
nects ni and nh is the last segment of the path. The local
dynamic routing of the chosen flight is finished.
As mentioned in Section 2, we record the state of ARN at
the end of each time slot. Thus we use the latest traffic infor-
mation when calculating the next step ARW for a certain
flight. If all the nodes of set Oi are not overloaded, the nextstep ARW is the node which is the closest to the destination.
If the traffic is accumulated at some nodes of set Oi according
to the real-time traffic information, the cost of choosing these
nodes is increased. The next step ARW of this flight may be
different from the previous flights with the same destination.
This difference can redistribute the traffic and improve the uti-
lization of en-route airspace resources.
In the following, we call the proposed Distance and real-
time Traffic information-based Local Dynamic Routing strat-
egy as DT-LDR strategy for short.
4. Simulation results and discussion
To investigate the flight behavior of ARN, we use the order
parameter introduced by Arenas et al.:22
gðRÞ ¼ lim
t!1
1
R
hDFðtÞi
Dt
ð4Þ
where R is the average flight generating rate in the whole net-
work, DFðtÞ ¼ FðtÞ  Fðt DtÞ, hi indicates average over the
time axis and FðtÞ is the number of living flights in the network
at time slot t. Essentially, this order parameter represents the
ratio between the undelivered and generated flights. Generally,
it has been found that there exists a critical value of R denoted
by Rc, at which the traffic phase transition from free-flow state
to congestion state occurs.14 When R 6 Rc, a balance can be
reached between the newly generated flights and removed
flights. Under this condition, hDFðtÞi ¼ 0 and gðRÞ ¼ 0; indi-
cating the system is in the free-flow state. When R > Rc, the
balance is destroyed and gðRÞ > 0 indicates that the network
is congested. When R Rc, gðRÞ ! 1. Obviously, Rc is a nat-
ural index to measure the network throughput. Besides, since
R is an average value, it can be a decimal in simulation.
The CARN consisting of 141 airports, 962 ARWs and 3368
ARSs are adopted in our simulation. A diagrammatic sketch
of CARN is shown in Fig. 1.
Three strategies are adopted for comparison, i.e., the SPR
strategy, the degree-based local routing (D-LR) strategy pro-
posed by Wang et al.15 and the DT-LDR strategy proposed in
this paper. In simulation, the length of one-time slot is
s ¼ 1 min. The average speed is v= 15 km/min and the mini-
mum aircraft separation distance is Dd ¼ 150 km. We also
assume the coefficient a ¼ 2 and b ¼ 2. The time to calculate
the next step ARW is s ¼ 1 time slot before the flying on the cur-
rent segment is finished. The width of the time window for cal-
culating the order parameter is Dt ¼ 500. Two rules of flight
generating, i.e., equal probability generating rule and propor-
tional probability generating, are considered in this study to
explore the network capacity under different conditions.
4.1. EPG rule
First, the D-LR strategy15 is evaluated. We denote by aD the
exponent parameter adopted by Wang et al., to distinguish it
from the delivering ability coefficient a used in our study.
The cost of a flight in the queue of ni  N wants to select
nj  Oi as its next step node is
fij D LR ¼ kaDj
X
nlOi
kaDl
.
ð5Þ
where kl and kj are the degrees of nl and nj, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 2, when the parameter aD adopts two typical
Fig. 1 A diagrammatic sketch of CARN.
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order parameter g is larger than 0.9 although the average flight
generating rate R is extremely small. This means using D-LR
strategy, the CARN cannot work in the normal free-flow state.
As was expected, considering only the node degree in the rout-
ing strategy is not suitable for the CARN.
Fig. 3(a) depicts the phase transition for the SPR and DT-
LDR strategies with different values of c. The order parameter
g is depicted as a function of R. The results show that the values
of the critical flight generating rateRc vary among different val-
ues of c. As shown in Fig. 3(b), subject to the largest value ofRc,Fig. 2 FðtÞ and g using D-LR strategy under the condition of
EPG rule.the optimal value of c for the DT-LDR strategy is about 1.2.
When c ¼ 1:2, the value of Rc for the DT-LDR strategy is 9.6,
which is 20.0% more than that for the SPR strategy. When
c < 1:0, the value of Rc slumps. When c ¼ 0:95, the value of Rc
for the DT-LDR strategy is even smaller than that for the SPR
strategy.When c > 1:2, the value ofRc suffers a gradual decline.
Since the CARN is a spatial network embedded in the
airspace, the distance is a very important factor in routing
strategies. Results indicate that the distance must be treated
more important than the traffic related factors. Otherwise,
the critical flight generating rate Rc of ARN declines
sharply.
To explain the improvement in the value of Rc using the
DT-LDR strategy, the relationship between the traffic in queue
and the degree of all the nodes are depicted in Fig. 4, where Qi
is the average value of QiðtÞ over time. Since the logarithmic
coordinate is used, the nodes with no flight in queue are not
displayed. When R ¼ 8, the CARN works in the free-flow state
using both the SPR and DT-LDR strategies. As shown in
Fig. 4(a), the distributions of Qi using these two routing strate-
gies are similar. When R ¼ 9:6, the CARN undergoes conges-
tion using the SPR strategy and works in the free-flow state
using the DT-LDR strategy. As shown in Fig. 4(b), regardless
of node delivery ability, Qi of all the nodes explode using the
SPR strategy when R is increased from 8.0 to 9.6. However,
using the DT-LDR strategy, Qi of all the nodes slightly
increase with the increase in the flight generating rate. These
confirm that the DT-LDR strategy proposed in this paperFig. 3 Network performance varies with different parameters
under the condition of EPG rule.
Fig. 4 Qi vs ki of each node under the condition of EPG rule.
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ity and avoid the exploding in the length of the queue.
The average loads of the nodes with the same degree are
depicted in Fig. 5. The load of each node is the average value
of all the flights in its queue and all the flights delivered by it
per time-slot. Results in our study indicate that using both
the SPR and DT-LDR strategies, more traffic will tend to
choose the nodes with higher degrees, which is quite different
from routing strategies avoiding the nodes with higher degrees
in previous studies. This is mainly because of the difference inFig. 5 Average load of nodes vs k under the condition of EPG
rule.modeling the delivering ability of each node. Ref.13,17 modeled
the delivering ability of all the nodes as a constant, but we
model the delivering ability of each node proportional to its
degree. When the delivering ability of all the nodes is modeled
as a constant, avoiding the nodes with higher degrees in the
scale-free network can reach a more homogeneous traffic dis-
tribution among all the nodes and improve the network capac-
ity. However, when the delivering ability of each node is
proportional to its degree, the nodes with higher degrees are
able to deliver more traffic, thus more traffic is allowed to
choose these nodes.
Since the network capacity can be greatly improved using
the DT-LDR strategy, the expenses must be checked. The fly-
ing distance and flying time are important flying cost indica-
tors in ARN. The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
of the flying distance are depicted in Fig. 6(a). Notice that only
the flights which arrived at the destinations are taken into
account, du denotes the flying distance of the uth flight and
Pðdu 6 dÞ denotes the probability of du 6 d.
When R ¼ 8:0, the CDFs of the flying distance using the
SPR and DT-LDR strategies are almost the same. When R
increases to 9.6, the CDF of the flying distance using SPR
strategy slightly moves left, which means the flying distance
using SPR strategy is slightly decreased. This is because a lot
of flights are congested in the network and these flights cannot
arrive at their destinations. In such a congestion state, flights
whose destinations are nearer may have more chances to
arrive. Meanwhile, the CDF of the flying distance using theFig. 6 CDFs of flying cost indicators under the condition of
EPG rule.
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DT-LDR strategy takes the flying distance into consideration.
In most cases, the first term in the cost function given in Eq. (1)
is several times larger than the rest two terms. This means the
distance related factor is the dominator and the DT-LDR
strategy only slightly changes the route based on the shortest
path routing strategy
The CDFs of flying time are depicted in Fig. 6(b), where tu
denotes the flying time of the uth flight and Pðtu 6 tÞ denotes
the probability of tu 6 t. The phenomenon shown in Fig. 6
(b) is similar as that shown in Fig. 6(a).
4.2. PPG rule
To be more close to the realistic CARN, the proportional
probability generating rule is considered. Fig. 7(a) depicts the
phase transition for different routing strategies similar to
Fig. 3(a). Since the proportional probability generating rule
is adopted, the flight demands are heterogeneous among all
the airport pairs. Thus, the utilization of the network resources
is limited by the flight demands. As a result, the critical flight
generating rates of both the SPR and DT-LDR strategies are
smaller than those under the condition of equal probability
generating rule. As shown in Fig. 7(b), subject to the largest
value of Rc, the optimal value of c for DT-LDR strategy isFig. 9 Average load vs k under the condition of PPG rule.
Fig. 7 Network performance varies with different parameters
under the condition of PPG rule.
Fig. 8 Qi vs ki of each node under the condition of PPG rule.about 1.2, which is the same as that under the condition of
equal probability generating rule.
When c ¼ 1:2, the value of Rc for the DT-LDR strategy is
7.2, which is 33.3% more than that for the SPR strategy.
Notice that, the improvement of using DT-LDR strategy
under the condition of the proportional probability generating
rule is even higher than that under the condition of the equal
probability generating rule.
The results depicted in Figs. 8–10 are similar to those in
Figs. 4–6. These confirm that the DT-LDR strategy can adapt
to the varying of the traffic demand.
Fig. 10 CDFs of flying cost indicators under the condition of
PPG rule.
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(1) A local dynamic routing strategy named DT-LDR strat-
egy is proposed in this paper. A tunable parameter c is
introduced in this strategy and its optimal value is 1.2.
Simulation results confirm that using the proposed
DT-LDR strategy, the throughput of CARN can be
improved by 20.0% and 33.3% than using the SPR
strategy under the condition of equal probability gener-
ating rule and proportional probability generating rule,
respectively. Meanwhile, the expenses of increase in the
flying distance and time are quite small.
(2) Studying the critical flight generating rate Rc as a func-
tion of the parameter c, the importance of the distance
related factor is confirmed. The results show that in
the ARN, which is a spatial network, reducing the
weight of the distance related factor causes a slump in
the network throughput.
(3) Although the flight in the realistic ARN must follow the
predefined plan, the DT-LDR strategy can still be
applied due to its special properties. When the ARN is
in the normal free-flow state, the DT-LDR strategy
can recover the SPR strategy, which is a baseline in
our simulation and corresponds to the predefined plan
in practice. When the ARN undergoes congestion which
may be caused by the increase in traffic demand or other
emergencies, the DT-LDR strategy slightly changes the
path of flight using only the local information. Usingthe DT-LDR strategy, the computational complexity is
acceptable and only the traffic in a limited local area
in the ARN will be affected.
(4) This study is an elementary try of local dynamic routing
on the ARN. Several practical factors, such as the
height, the direction and the turning angle, are not con-
sidered, which need to be studied in the future work.
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